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Abstract 

This paper describes the producing electricity from renewable resources and this new generation of systems employs flying tethered 

wings or aircraft in order to reach winds blowing at atmosphere layers that are in accessible by traditional or conventional wind 

turbines. A new class of wind energy converters has been conceived under the name of Airborne Wind Energy Systems (AWESs).  

There is an emergency to seek for alternative means for producing energy now for a better future. Indeed, here comes the situation 

wherein solar and wind. By considering all the problems and uncertainties with fossil fuels and nuclear fission such as 

environmental pollution, global warming that induces unhealthy state of the living organisms can be avoided.     
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Airborne wind energy regards the generation of usable power by airborne devices. It contrast to towered wind turbines. Airborne 

wind system are either flying freely in the air or are connected by a tether to the ground like tethered balloons. Airborne wind 

energy regards the generation of usable power by airborne devices and with contrast to towered wind turbines. Airborne wind 

system are either flying freely in the air or are connected by a tether to the ground like kite or tethered balloons. 

Airborne wind turbine provides more advantage from mechanical and aerodynamic options since the higher velocity and 

persistence of wind are found at high altitudes and airborne wind turbine goes to very high altitude to capture more consistence 

and predicted wind. The absence of a tower and yaw mechanism for vertical motion really have significant advance on the 

production cost of the airborne wind turbine. Airborne wind turbine is a non-static wind turbine that does not have tower, which 

are suspended in the sky. Much like the normal conventional wind turbine, the components and working principles are same with 

the airborne wind turbine. This type of wind turbine are mostly operated at high altitudes in order to take utilize the disadvantages 

of the conventional type, which altitude constrain produced a lot of disadvantages.  

The airborne wind turbine reduces the cost of construction of wind turbine due to the absent of the construction of tower. Another 

key phrase in the wind energy sector is “collect as much wind as possible” as to get maximum power output. The conventional 

wind turbine, which is mostly operated at low altitude, faces challenges, which include: 

 Effects on flying animals (birds). 

 Electromagnetic  

 Inconsistent and unpredictable wind condition and noise pollution. 

These give an opportunity and motivations to engineers have been working to provide energy from the wind at desired altitude 

and wind velocity. 

II. CLASSIFICATIONS AIRBORNE WIND TURBINE 

Although airborne wind turbine is a suspended system that is in the air, the electricity is transferred down using electric conductive 

wire called tether. There is different mythology used in Airborne Wind Turbine for energy generation and conversion namely; 

Flying aircraft, with many propellers, which is also used as the rotor to collect the energy from the wind. 

Suspended balloons carrying generator in the air to generate and convert energy. 

Airborne wind turbine can be categories into two based on the mode used in generating and converting of the Kinetic Energy to 

electricity. In the ground-gen systems, the conversion of the mechanical energy into electrical energy is done on the ground while 

the fly-gen systems convert energy generated by the rotor to electrical energy in the sky. There are four types of Airborne Wind 
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Turbine based on conceptual design, which is shown in the figure 2 below. (a) Fixed wing AWT (b) multi wing AWT, another 

type of fixed wing (c) Lifting balloon AWT (d) Rotorcraft AWT. 

 
Fig. 1: Different concepts of airborne wind turbine. 

The four main concepts of airborne wind turbine are named below: 

1) Balloon type airborne wind turbine 

2) Kite type airborne wind turbine 

3) Rotorcraft type airborne wind turbine 

4) Fixed wing type airborne wind turbine. 

 Kite Type Airborne Wind Turbine 

This is a kite like design that collect wind energy through wind turbines by following figure 8 trace suspended in the sky at high 

altitude. This is the most common type of AWT available and it is mostly ground-gen system. Kitegen, kitepower and kite energy 

are the leaders in the kite type AWT research and development in the market for now. Although this is the most common AWT 

available, the design and manufacturing of the kite type AWT is required a lot of programming and calculations because it must 

be in constant motion, tracing the figure. Shape in the sky makes it a hard choose for us to choose for our project. Figure 4 below 

shows the different designs of the kite type AWT by different companies. (a) Flying kite using single wire for suspension (b) kite 

type with single wire suspension and control pod (c) kite AWT with double wire suspension (d) AWT with 3 wires suspension.  

 
Fig. 2: Design of different types of kite airborne wind turbine. 
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 Ballon Type Airborne Wind Turbine 

The concept is much like the conventional horizontal wind turbine, but without tower. A rotor held by a balloon filled with either 

helium gas or hydrogen suspended in the sky, much like a donut or swimming floating tube holding the rotor at the center as shown 

in figure. This type of wind turbine is classified under fly-gen types, which convert kinetic energy to electrical energy in the sky 

then transfer it through tether to the ground. Likely challenges of this concept are controlling of its motion at high altitude and its 

possibility to damage under strong wind, as it is light in weight. In the “flygen” concept, the propeller turbine on the flying device 

or the flow induced rotational motion of the complete device drives on-board generators from where the electrical energy is 

transmitted to the ground by a conductive tether. 

 
Fig. 3: Balloon type Airborne Wind Turbine 

    

Energy is consumed in on-Board Power Generation produces electric power continuously while in operation except during take-

off and landing maneuver. In an On-Board Power Generation, electrical energy is produced on the kite or balloon and it is 

transmitted to the ground via a special rope which carries electrical cables. Among On-Board Power Generation it is possible to 

find cross wind systems and non-cross wind systems depending on generation of energy. 

 Fixed Wing Type Airborne Wind Turbine 

This concept is also in the ground-gen class, it is design with several propellers mounted on the wing, travelling in a circle trying 

to copy the motion of conventional wind turbine to generate energy. Unlike the kite type that has a motion in figure forms, this 

concept is about mimicking the conventional turbine circular rotation of the blades, using principles of blade tip theorem to generate 

power. In low wind conditions, the turbine uses power from the power generated for threshold to elevation. Makani power is the 

leading company in this concept investment. The controlling mechanism and the cost of designing a simple small scale fixed wind 

type AWT has been the major hindrance for student research.  

 
Fig. 4: Makani power model of fixed wing airborne wind turbine. 
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 Rotorcraft Type Airborne Wind Turbine 

This is a four rotor aircraft that is much like a drone with similar principles like the fixed wing AWT that uses the principle of 

blade tip to generate power. More so, it is also classified underground-gen, which uses the tether wire from the rotors to carry the 

wind power for energy conversion. During low or zero wind velocity, it uses some of the power generated to maintain elevation 

as in the fixed wing AWT type. 

 
Fig. 5: Rotorcraft airborne wind turbine concept. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Airborne Wind Energy Systems (AWESs) represent an important emerging renewable energy technology. High altitude wind 

energy is currently a promising resource for the sustainable production of electrical energy. The amount of power and the large 

availability of winds that blow between 400 and 10000 meters from the ground. In the last decade, several companies entered in 

the business of AWES, patenting diverse principles and technical solutions for their implementation. 

With the demand for energy requirements increasing tremendously, it can be met by alternative energy resources such as wind. 

Particularly, wind at high altitudes can generate more power compared to the conventional wind turbines. In addition, this 

alternative energy source offers benefits such as low installation cost, easy deploying and maintenance systems, and less wind 

fluctuations. In terms of operational lifetime, installation cost and reliability, airborne systems attract the interests of many. While 

airborne wind turbines are eventually considered as a promising alternate for traditional or conventional power sources, their 

advantages are questioned by many critics. Like any other technology, airborne wind turbines too have their own pros and cons, 

and great efforts are made across the globe to develop AWT as a great supporting technology for the eco-friendly wind energy 

market. Generating electricity at high altitudes has its own challenges, such as unforeseen crashing, and therefore needs an 

automated control piloting to design robust and reliable AWTs with additional safety. 
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